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IN THE INTERNET AGE, nerds have inherited
the earth, using dork-dollar startup money to
develop social media, smart devices, driverless
cars, delivery robots and Tinder. Now they’re
out to answer that key question of our time:
“How do you take your coffee?”

Universities including Texas A&M, UC Davis
and Vanderbilt have launched coffee programs
with curricula that encompass coffee physiology,
chemistry, sustainability and culture. Later this
year, San Francisco’s famed Tartine Bakery will
open the Coffee Lab, the first Specialty Coffee As-
sociation campus in the U.S. The Lab will offer
courses and conduct experiments in processing,
production and roasting, with plans to bring in
experts in fermentation and the science of tasting.

Meanwhile, the coffee boom has exploded at
the speed of tech, with aficionados creating apps
to graph water-pouring over time. Others in
search of the perfect, post-Starbucks cup are exe-
cuting recipes with kettles, grinders and scales
that sync via Bluetooth, while YouTubers and pod-

casters are expounding fresh wisdom online.
Even the quick and dirty approach is getting an

upgrade. Maligned instant crystals have gone arti-
sanal thanks to innovative brewing methods. And
some coffee lovers who’ve shared warm moments
with an array of hand grinders, frothers and
trendy brewing vessels over the years are sick of
waking early to precisely measure and crush
beans for their first jolt of caffeine: They’re ready
for an automated coffee machine.

But it won’t be that Mr. Coffee you encounter
while waiting on an oil change. The next-level ma-
chines can mimic artisanal pour-overs, metering
out water for a proper bloom. “Hand grinding is
more work than anyone should do,” said Laila
Ghambari, director of education for Stumptown
Coffee Roasters. “I’ve made coffee every day for
15 years. I love the idea of pushing a button.”

With access to information, high-tech gear and
diversely sourced beans, choices surrounding the
quotidian beverage are infinite. In a celebration of
bean nerdom, we’ve compiled trivia and myths,
the best brew tools, java pop culture and a de-
fense of Keurig in the face of coffee elitism.

BY ELEANORE PARK
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A new generation of java obsessives is
ditching Starbucks and embracing the
next level of fullbodied joe. Here’s a
guide to every aspect of their world
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sue: With cozily thick texting
gloves, you might as well be
smashing a foam finger against
your screen; more effective alter-
natives suffer from wispiness. To-
day, he employs an old-fashioned
alternative: toasty mittens with a
flap that he pulls back to reveal
his bare fingers when he needs to,
say, fire off a text.

Unready to adopt such a de-
featist attitude, I recently tested
50 touch screen gloves over a
near-freezing New York weekend,
taking note of typing efficacy,
warmth and fit. The best smart
gloves allowed for breezy email
answering, while the worst
barely registered a click (as I
made my notes on the weaker
performers, I continually had to
take them off). Most of them
ranked somewhere in between,
functioning adequately but lead-
ing me to give thanks for auto-
correct, however imperfect it is.

Along the way I learned that
knitted gloves tend to be slippery;
many brands have added rubber
nubs to the palm and fingers to
prevent screen-cracking phone
fumbles. Finding a snug fit gets
tricky with stiff leather gloves,
particularly in the crucial fingertip
area: When I tested a problemati-
cally roomy pair, my attempt to
type “goodbye” produced “ground
pie.” And no matter what kind of
technology brands like North Face
or Marmot advertise, most bulky,
ski-type gloves are terrible for tex-
ting. Smart gloves are best suited
for brief bouts of outdoor typing,
not whole afternoons spent on the
bleachers watching football while
trying to keep up with a group
chat. Still, in my testing, a few
winners emerged. Here are the five
premier app-allowing, message-
massaging, email-answering and
warm gloves that we endorse.

STYLE & FASHION

I
N 2007, when Apple
unleashed its touch-
screen wonderbox, us-
ers in winter climes
soon learned that try-
ing to type on an
iPhone while gloved

was futile. The only option was
to remove your mitts and risk
full-on finger freeze as you
pecked out “Be there soon.”

It wasn’t long before glove
companies discovered that by us-
ing technology, including conduc-
tive yarns, they could theoretically
help avid texters avoid this bone-
chilling ritual. Today, you can find
rugged, ski-slope-ready texting
gloves from North Face and Mar-
mot; cozy knitted versions from
Ralph Lauren and Uniqlo; and chi-
chi leather texters from startups
like Kent Wang and Evolg. All of
them claim to work perfectly.
Many unfortunately do not.

When Yale Buchwald’s mother
gave him a pair of Lord and Tay-
lor leather texting gloves for Ha-
nukkah a few years ago, the New
York creative strategy appren-
tice, now 21, excitedly considered
the possibilities. He could, he
marveled, order an Uber on a De-
cember night without wincing in
pain. Or not. “They never worked
well,” he said. Though he still
wears the gloves, he’s given up
on trying to type in them: He
goes gloveless when it’s time to
check Google Maps for the near-
est subway station.

Cameron Wilson, 28, a logistics
coordinator in Seattle, has been
similarly unimpressed by the
many pairs of smart gloves he’s
staked his hopes on over recent
winters. “Nothing was really good
and nothing was really warm,” he
said. Warmth is a persistent is-

BY JACOB GALLAGHER

LEATHER JACKETS bring to
mind noise-polluting motor-
cycles—blame Marlon Brando
and the Hells Angels for
that—but Hermès, the 182-
year-old French label, has
crafted a leather jacket that
connotes a quainter form of
transportation: the horse.
“This jacket is made of Étriv-
ière lambskin, an Hermès her-
itage leather, originally used
for horse-harness straps,” ex-
plained Véronique Nichanian,
the label’s men’s artistic di-
rector. Equestrian leather is
not a startling choice for a
brand that began in 1837 as a
saddlery and whose logo still
depicts a horse-drawn car-
riage. Little else about this
coat is predictable, however.

Unlike motorcycle jackets
with flappy collars and stiff
shells, Hermès’s lambskin
proposition is airy. It won’t
protect you from road rash if
you fall off your chopper, but
it will sit on your shoulders
as gingerly as a cotton base-
ball jacket.

It’s rendered in inky green,
not the usual gothic black or
baseball-mitt brown, with
bright seafoam strips at the
zippered pockets. The result:
modern and not the least bit
midlife-crisis-y, especially
when styled with bright cot-
ton trousers as it was at the
brand’s spring show. —J.G.

POINTS OF DISTINCTION

A Far Easier Rider
While most motorcycle jackets are rigid, brooding bullies, this

supple Hermès riff makes light work of looking cool
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ClickyFingers
Texting gloves—once a fairly glitchy and styleless novelty—

have come a long way since the iPhone’s debut. We tested 50 pairs,
both utilitarian and wouldbe fashionable, to find the best

THE SKIER’S DELIGHT
Columbia Ascender

THE HANDSOME HAND-SAVERS
Evolg Leather-Fabric Mix

THE BARELY-THERE PAIR
Mack Weldon Swipe

THE ALL-AROUND NEAT KNIT
Moshi Digits

.THE SUPPLE SLIP-ONS
L.L. Bean Sweater Fleece

THE PURSUIT OF GLOVE / THE PLUSES (AND A FEW MINUSES) OF THE SUPERIOR PAIRS WE TESTED

GET STIFFED
The jacket is lithe,
but the collar has
been reinforced with
triangular stitching
so you can turn it
up in a biting

wind.

WHAT’S
YOUR ANGLE?

Three slanted pockets
are accented with
aqua-green zippers—

or, in Hermès
speak, ‘sportive

details.’

WHAT
A FEELING

Hermès used Étrivière
lambskin, a pebbled
leather with a suede-
like touch, supple
enough to forgo

a lining.

Jacket, $10,700, Hermès,
212-308-3585
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These gloves from a New
York-based startup are crafted

from a lightweight silk-blend fabric
for a fit that gets incredibly close to
the hand. It’s like texting with no
gloves at all.

They’re thin, so beware. If it’s
anywhere near freezing, grab

something more substantial.
Gloves, $28, mackweldon.com

+

–

Japanese brand Evolg has pulled
off a rare feat: By blending a

checked British-esque wool with
sleek black leather, it made touch
screen gloves that look as dressy as
traditional ones. Office-appropriate.

The leather was still a bit slick
which made using my phone

while walking a challenge.
Gloves, $150, evolgglove.com

+

–

Of all the thick-shelled poly
sporting gloves, these were

the easiest to type with, boasting
digits that taper to a dexterous tip.

The harder shell makes it
tougher to maneuver (no rapid-

fire emailing; you’ll type slowly) and is
more appropriate, stylewise, for an As-
pen slope than a stroll through the city.
Gloves, $35, columbia.com

+

–

The gloves by these smart-ac-
cessory specialists, in business

for 14 years, feature neat waves of
rubber dots and stripes along the
palm and fingers that keep your
phone from slipping to its doom.

The fluffy liner, while warming,
adds bulk which ups the num-

ber of dreaded “fat finger” typos.
Gloves, $30, moshi.com

+

–

These marled gloves were the
softest on the inside. With a

thick, inviting layer of plush fleece,
they’re like a toasty sweater for
your hands.

The lining does make them a
bit denser and therefore

harder to wrap around the sides of
your phone.
Gloves, $25, llbean.com

+

–
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